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YS, my boy, business success is regiments that were not in contact did not affect
E
largely a matter of getting your the result.
“Well, this is the principle that I am getting at
best foot foremost, of using what
you have.” The General Man as an essential to business success. The young
ager and his secretary were on man, of course, must have mental resources; he
their way to Chicago. The Gen must have information, and the information must
eral Manager had dined well; the be transmuted into knowledge; and this knowl
train was rolling over a rock- edge must be of men and affairs as they exist in
ballasted road; the buffet chair was both capa the business world of today. This knowledge,
cious and comfortable; and the G. M. was burn however, must be of such a mobile character that
ing good tobacco. The secretary gave close at when a problem arises in his work, he can mar
tention, for he knew that his chief was in the shal sufficient resources to get the right answer,
beneficent, helpful mood of
“You know Joe White,
who is Secretary of the com
the successful business man
LEADING ARTICLES
off duty—the rare hour in
pany. When he was a ste
which business, family, and Robert H. Montgomery, C.P.A. nographer in the Secretary’s
office, he had about the usual
social duties make no claim.
“You see,” continued the
knowledge of a twenty-yearBiographical Sketch
Page 67
old stenographer. He was a
G. M., “I size up a young
man in respect to three
high-school
graduate; he
New York State C.P.A.
could write shorthand fairly
things—the knowledge that
Society Address
well; and he was an accurate
he has, the availability of his
Pages 68, 69
knowledge, and his capacity
and speedy typist. One day
when he was copying a com
for making himself liked. As
Editorials
far as knowledge is con
parative statement of earn
Pages 74, 75
ings for the annual report, he
cerned, there is a lot of
detected a number of errors
worth-while information in
Corporation Proposition
in the percentages of in
the Encyclopedia Brittanica,
Page 77
and the world is full of men
creases and decreases. You
who are small editions of
see he had a knowledge of
Personal Notes
this reference work—refer
arithmetic, and he saw at a
Page 81
ence men I call them, be
glance that a $250,000 in
crease of earnings on a base
cause you have to use a cross
index to extract anything useful from them. Now of $1,900,000 was a great deal nearer 13 per cent.
a man, differing from a reference book, should than it was 18 per cent. He used his knowledge—
be able to get his knowledge into action. He got it on the firing line, so to speak.
should be able to select from his stock in hand
“Later on this same chap White had a chance
the thing that is needed to meet the problem to draft up a rough form of a report on the basis
that arises in his day’s work. He must have of certain facts that had been supplied by his
a mobility of his mental resources that enables chief. He could have dodged the task, but in
him to mass them on the problem of the stead he coaxed for it. He got into play many
moment.
things that he had learned at school in regard
“You will remember in the war between the to composition, paragraphing, and display, and a
Japs and the Russians that the Japs won out, not great deal more that he had learned from observ
by reason of excess numbers in the aggregate, ing the reports which he had filed and some
but because they invariably outnumbered the that he had written in the office. His rough draft
Russians at least two to one at every critical point was a good one; and while his chief had to cut it
of contact. The numerical disparity between the to pieces in certain places, on the whole White’s
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Case of
Joe
White

patching up the social matter the
work saved him a lot of time.
“White, of course, didn’t make Pace Student best way he could.
the mistake of limiting his knowl
“Now here we have the case of
April, 1916
two men of equal ability and even
edge to what he had received in
school and picked up as an incident to work. He of equal loyalty, each willing to serve the com
(Continued) broadened out, as many a young man has done, pany at the sacrifice of his own convenience, the
by consistent night-school work. He didn’t take one man making a decidedly favorable impres
on too heavy a load—just what he could handle sion upon his chief’s mind and the other man at
without interfering with his usefulness at the best making no impression whatever. The young
office. But the thing that put White to the front man who stayed on the job exercised organization
all the way along and the thing that keeps him sagacity—he expressed a whole-hearted interest
in his $10,000 job today is the fact that he gets in the problems of the Superintendent. The other
his knowledge into action—he mobilizes his re man lost a valuable opportunity.
“Are you surprised to know that the young man
sources at the point of vital business contact.
“White isn’t a scholar; many a reference man who cultivates and develops this type of sagacity
with ten times his stock of knowledge is droning outruns the man who does not? Many and many
away in a detail position with a fifth of his re a man with ability, and ability that can be mobil
sponsibilities and a fifth of his income. The dif ized, loses out in the keen competition of the or
ference is a matter of use—in one case, a full use ganization by reason of the lack of this type of
of a reasonable and increasing stock of knowl sagacity—the ability, not only to do a thing, but
edge, and in the other case, a poor use of a large to secure full credit for doing it.
“Now, as you know, I am not much given to
stock of knowledge. The Business World has no
hesitation whatever in choosing between the two, lecturing young men on the problems of success.
I suppose I am a typical part of the business ma
because the Business World has things to do.
chine that judges men by results. Nevertheless,
“
Tact?
Yes,
”
continued
the
G.
M.,
“
I
am
glad
Social
Sagacity you ask whether White’s success and the success there is some theory back of my practicality, and
of other worth-while men is not largely due to it all resolves into three propositions that are
tact. The word tact does not altogether express fundamental to success. I can sum them up
the quality that a man must have to succeed in a something like this:
business career, especially in an organization. He
“First, a young man should have a stock of
must have a social sagacity—a manner that falls knowledge—academic first, and vocational or
short of fawning and subserviency and a diplo technical next. This stock he must increase from
macy that rises above peanut politics.
day to day by acute observation and by system
“Now, for example, I have in mind two young atic overtime study. This knowledge has a weight
men working in the Division Superintendent’s of approximately a third in the battle for suc
office. They are both clerks, and it happened re cess.
“Second, a man must get his knowledge into
cently that they were working on statistics that
the Superintendent wanted to present to me be action. A small idea that produces something is
fore I left on my recent tour of inspection. It was a good deal better than a big idea that produces
necessary for one or the other to do several hours’ nothing. A man should, during the business day,
evening work, for which, as you know, the com draw on pretty nearly everything that he has ever
pany always pays at the regular overtime rate. learned or experienced. This may be an exag
The young men are equally loyal and industrious geration, but the more nearly he draws upon his
and competent. The Superintendent asked the entire stock, the better will be his day’s work.
first young man whether he could stay at the Success comes by meeting every problem with
office that evening. The young man explained such a mobilization of resources as will assure
that, while he had a social engagement, he could the right solution. This utilization of knowledge
arrange to cancel it and would be quite willing is likewise a third of the equipment in the contest.
“Finally, a man must cultivate and develop so
to do so. The Superintendent naturally did not
want him to make this sacrifice, and he turned cial sagacity—that is, business diplomacy. He
to the other young man with a similar request, must be agreeable, he must be pleasant, he must
and was met by the ready response, ‘Certainly I be wholesome, and without giving offense he
can stay; as a matter of fact, I should like to, be must develop a capacity to subordinate his weak
cause I am interested in the statements.’ The points and present his strong points to friend and
second young man, as I happened to find out by foe. In our rough equation, we can allot onethe merest chance, had a date for that very even third weight in the problem of getting ahead to
ing with his girl, which he canceled by telephone, this great ability.
The
General
Manager
Talks on
Success
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[Forward to page 73

Two
Men

Three
Essen
tials of
Success

Robert H. "THE American Association of
Public Accountants, nation
Mont
wide as it is in scope and
gomery,
membership,
must look at this sub
C.P.A.

ject in a broad way. For that rea
son I suggest—”
This is the first thing I remem
ber having heard Robert H. Mont
gomery say, and it has stuck in my
mind ever since, especially the
words “broad” and “suggest,” for,
upon a better acquaintance, I have
found that these words epitomize
Mr. Montgomery’s viewpoint toward
Accountancy and life—the viewpoint
of a thinker and a doer.
It was at the annual convention of
the American Association of Public
Accountants in Washington three
years ago that I heard Mr. Mont
gomery make the remark I have just
quoted. I had just dropped in at
the convention hall in the New Wil
lard. About six hundred account
ants from Maine to California were
present. All were listening atten
tively to what a tall, well-knit, rather
youngish-looking man was saying.
I noticed that he was talking to his
audience, not reading at them from
a manuscript; so I too listened.
“Who’s that man?” I whispered to
a comfortable looking accountant of
middle age seated next to me.
“Montgomery the President, mem
ber of the firm of Lybrand, Ross
Brothers & Montgomery,” he whis
pered back. “Fine fellow, and a
thinker, and generally right.”
I forget now what it was Mr.
Montgomery was discussing. I re
member only that he wanted the
matter, whatever it was, viewed in
a “broad” way and then definitely
carried out in accordance with cer
tain “suggestions” he had in mind.
I remember, too, that the Associa
tion did what he wanted it to do—
not an extraordinary fact, for the
“suggestions” he advanced were
sound, and they were presented with
clearness and force.
It is without doubt this capacity
to look beyond the narrow ranges
of a subject and view it in its en
tirety, supported by the capacity to
devise practical plans for harnessing
his ideas and making them work,
that has brought Mr. Montgomery,
“fine fellow and a thinker,” the mer
ited distinction which he now en
joys as an accountant and an edu
cator, the country over.
His career is an eloquent com
mentary on the business success that
a young man can win here in Amer
ica, if he will go after it with in
telligence and tireless persistence.
Born in Pennsylvania only forty-
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three years ago, the son of a Meth
odist Minister, Mr. Montgomery was
thrown upon his own resources at
the age of fourteen. After two
years of uncongenial clerkships, he
found a position as office boy in
Philadelphia in the accounting of
fice of Mr. John Heins, who at that
time was one of the most prominent
accountants in the United States.
“Mr. Heins was the President of
the American Association of Public
Accountants,” said Mr. Montgom
ery, in talking to me the other day
about his early connection with Mr.

Robert H. Montgomery, C.P.A.
Member of Accountancy Firm of
Lybrand, Ross Brothers
Montgomery

Heins, “and I can remember as if it
were yesterday the regular tele
grams he received from the secre
tary in New York, ‘No quorum ex
pected for today’s meeting.’
“One might say that I was raised
under the shadow of the American
Association, for right above the
copying press—which I hated—was
Mr. Heins’ framed certificate of
membership; and while I waited for
the letters to copy—in terror lest
they blur, I used to gaze at the beau
tiful certificate and wonder why the
Association never had meetings.
Little did I dream then that the As
sociation would develop into its
present size and influence.”
67

Mr. Heins was a strict task-master
and would not countenance anything
except the highest standard of ac
countancy work; so his office was
the best training school that Mr.
Montgomery could possibly have en
tered.
Mr. Montgomery soon proved that
he had a natural aptitude for the
profession of Accountancy, and with
in a few months he was doing the
work of a junior assistant. Three
of the other young men who were
also juniors in Mr. Heins’ office at
that time are Mr. Montgomery’s
partners to-day, so that in respect to
continuity of association the firm of
Lybrand, Ross Brothers, and Mont
gomery, which became the firm
name in 1898, is one of the oldest in
the country.
The firm is not only one of the
oldest in the country; it is one of the
largest as well, with branches in
many of the leading cities.
Its
business covers all aspects of ac
counting work, for it has never spe
cialized.
In 1902 the progressive methods
of the firm made the establishment
of a branch office in New York de
sirable; and Mr. Montgomery be
came Resident Partner and Manager
—the important connection he still
maintains.
Mr. Montgomery has long had
some very positive convictions about
the qualifications a public account
ant should have—convictions that
are “generally right.” One of them
is that he should be a master of law.
Accordingly, Mr. Montgomery, as
far back as 1900, studied law at night
and was admitted to the Philadel
phia bar and a little later to the New
York bar, though he has never prac
ticed nor does he intend to practice
as a lawyer. “Not one lawyer out
of one hundred knows anything
about accounting,” says Mr. Mont
gomery, “but it does not follow that
an accountant does not need to know
law.”
While Mr. Montgomery’s experi
ence in Accountancy practice has
been unusually wide, his natural in
clination and his legal training have
caused him to specialize upon liti
gated questions — particularly in
bankruptcy and decedents’ estates
cases, upon which he advises with
authority.
Mr. Montgomery has found time
—though it is hard to tell just how—
to take an important part in develop
ing the profession of Accountancy
along broad and progressive lines.
He took an active part in 1897 in
[Forward to page 72
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Forged
Checks

liable for the payment of forged
B SINESS executives
U
checks, but this liability has been
are usually advised
to study law, in or Pace Student subject to the limitation that when
April, 1916
the depositor’s negligence has preju
der that their ac
counts may be kept more accu diced the bank, the depositor is liable. Until re
rately. The reverse of this ad cently the care required of a depositor did not
vice might be given, namely, that obligate him to take any steps whatever to dis
business men should keep accu cover whether his checks had been forged. All
rate accounts, in order that their legal rights may that he was expected to do was to notify the bank
be more accurately determined. Many cases are promptly in the event that he discovered forged
only partially won or are entirely lost for reasons checks.
“Several New York cases decided between 1854 New York
which do not appear in recorded decisions, and
among these reasons quite frequently is the in and 1893 hold to this view, the leading case being Case
ability of the attorney to prove facts because of that of Weisser vs. Denison, 10 N. Y., 68, in
which the court said:
the absence of complete financial records.
“ ‘He (the plaintiff) was under no contract with
“Accounts now, more than ever before, deter
mine legal rights. This has been true heretofore the bank to examine with diligence his returned
of certain classes of persons. For instance, from checks and bank book. In contemplation of law,
the earliest times the law has imposed upon the book was balanced and returned for his pro
agents, consignees, trustees, and persons acting in tection and not for theirs.’
“This rule has been changed, the depositor now
a representative or fiduciary capacity, the duty of
keeping proper accounts. Confusion of their being charged with the duty of careful examina
money or of their property with that of their tion. The case of Critten vs. Chemical Bank, 171
principal’s results in the loss of all that they can N. Y., 219, decided in 1902, states the more recent
not definitely prove their own. Like protection, view. The court said:
“ ‘The methods of depositors in drawing checks
particularly in recent years, has, in a measure,
been accorded to creditors under bankruptcy upon their • accounts have become more uniform
statutes and statutes respecting the inspection of than at the time of the decision of Weisser vs.
Denison (supra). The practice of taking checks
corporate records.
from
check books and entering on the stubs left
“Further evidence of the adoption of an ac
counting basis in legislation is found in statutes in the book the date, amount, and name of the
such as the Income Tax laws and laws regulating payee has become general, not only with large
public service corporations. Individual account commercial houses, but with almost all classes of
ants have contributed to the rules invoked in pur depositors in banks. . . . Considering that the
suance of these statutes, but you would be doubt only certain test of the genuineness of the paid
less more interested in that development of legal check may be the record made by the depositor
rules based upon accounts for which the entire of the checks he has issued, it is not too much, in
profession is responsible. The gradual education justness and fairness to the bank, to require him,
of the business world and the accounting profes when he has such record, to exercise reasonable
sion to the necessity for and the principles under care to verify the vouchers by that record.’
“This case carefully reviews decisions in other Massa
lying proper accounts has been reflected in judi
states which universally hold that it is the de chusetts
cial decisions.
“Evidence of this development may be found positor’s duty to make careful examination, and Case
quotes the case of Dana vs. National Bank, 132
in two classes of cases:
“First, those cases where the courts in constru Mass., 156:
“ ‘The plaintiffs (depositors) owed to the de
ing what constitutes ordinary care respecting the
keeping of accounts now adopt a higher standard fendant (bank) the duty of exercising due dili
gence to give it information that the payment was
than in the earlier decisions.
“Second, those cases where courts in constru unauthorized, and this included, not only due dili
ing the intent of the creator of a trust respecting gence in giving notice after discovery of the
income and principal, now construe that intent as forgery, but also due diligence in discovering it.’
“Naturally, the examination must be made with
being based upon a more accurate knowledge of
a view, not only to ascertaining forgeries, but also
accounting distinctions than formerly prevailed.
“Illustrative of the first of these are many in to detecting raised checks. With respect to the
teresting cases respecting the liability of a bank delegation of this duty by the depositor to an
or of a depositor when checks have been forged. other person, particularly when that person com
Of course, banks have been always primarily mitted the forgery, there has been a similar de68

Law velopment in the decisions. Mani
Depart festly, at the time the courts held the
ment depositor to be under no duty to ex

ters as cannot be readily detected in
the customary examination, such as
forged endorsements, the law is
1916
practically unchanged.
“On the other hand, the increased care required
concerning financial records proper is shown in
the recent provision of the Negotiable Instru
ments Law that a depositor cannot recover on
forged checks when the bank is not notified con
cerning them within one year of the date of the
return of the paid checks. This provision em
phasizes the importance of careful examination of
returned checks in annual audits.
“Likewise, the decisions last quoted show that
the principle of internal check is not only pre
ventive, but that its absence may materially affect
any remedy of the depositor against a bank.
“Taking all the cases into consideration, their
reasoning clearly demonstrates that the law has
progressed with the increased care on the part of
the business world concerning financial records;
and in the proportion that accountants have
brought about this greater care, they are responsi
ble for the changes that have been incorporated in
the law. I believe it was Spencer who said that
the more zealously a man will defend his own
rights, the more zealously will he respect the
rights of others. It would seem that in these de
cisions the courts have unconsciously adopted the
philosophy of this great thinker.”

Pace Student
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amine his returned vouchers, he was
not liable for negligence on the part of those to
whom he entrusted an examination. Even after
such duty was imposed upon the depositor, the
courts held that it was not a personal duty. For
instance, in the case of Waschman vs. Columbia
Bank, 8 Misc., 280, the court said:
“ ‘So if the depositor in the ordinary course of
business commits the examination of the bank
account and vouchers to a clerk, who is the crim
inal, and he fails to disclose the forged checks, the
duty of the depositor to the bank is discharged,
although if he had made the examination per
sonally, he would have detected them.’
“This view has not been sustained by the later
cases. Although there are many complicated
reasons for holding the depositor, nevertheless a
large number of states follow the recent New
York view set forth in Critten vs. Chemical Bank
(supra) :
“ ‘Of course, the knowledge of forgeries that
Davis possessed from the fact that he himself
was the forger was in no respect to be attributed
to the plaintiffs. But we see no reason why they
were not chargeable with such information, as a
comparison of the checks with the check book
would have imparted to an innocent party previ
ously unaware of the forgeries.’
Pass
“Again, in Morgan vs. U. S. Mortgage & Trust
Book Co., 208 N. Y., 218, decided in 1913, the Court of
Appeals held trustees who left the examination
of the pass book and returned vouchers to a con
fidential clerk personally liable for the payment
of checks forged by the clerk. This view is sus
tained not only in many state decisions, but also
by the Supreme Court of the United States in
Leather Mfrs. Bank vs. Morgan, 117 U. S. 96, so
that the law has developed from the point where
no examination was required of the depositor to
that of a personal liability to exercise care, not
only in the examination, but also in selecting the
person to whom the examination is to be en
trusted.
“In contrast with these decisions are those re
specting the general question of care when finan
cial records are not involved. Today the law re
quires no more care upon the part of the depositor
in drawing checks so as not to leave space which
would facilitate raising, than formerly. In fact,
the courts are rather lenient on this point. More
over, a recent Pennsylvania decision indicates
that the care to be exercised as to the custody of
a facsimile signature stamp is no greater now
than hitherto. Then, too, respecting such mat

(Continued)

Negoti
able
Instru
ments
Law

Excuses have no legitimate uses--they are the white
flags of mental surrender.

N any large organization the problem of how

Employ
select, train, and promote staff employees ment
Iistoperplexing.
The employment manager must

Manag

possess business experience, thorough knowledge
of the affairs of the concern, fact, vision, and the er
ability to discern the existence of undeveloped
qualities of mind and temperament. Relatively
few employment managers measure up to this
high test.
Some of the most progressive enterprises of the
present day are coming to understand the close
connection between the selection of the right
kind of employees and later efficiency of manage
ment; and so they are picking out as their em
ployment managers men of experience and men
tal size. They are learning, incidentally, that these
men are hard to find and secure, even when the
matter of salary is a secondary consideration.
Judging by the growing recognition of the im
portance of the work of the employment man
ager, it is safe to say that this field of economic
usefulness might properly be considered by those
who wish to make their work count with telling
effect in the development of Modern Business.
69

Question
cause from them the proprie
ROM the standpoint of ety
mology what is the proper Pace Student tor, and perhaps the public, se
and
spelling of the word “controller,
cures information in respect to Ac
Answer
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counting facts and good technique
Depart and will you oblige with the defini
ment tion? From one who signs himself “Controller.” is essential to clearness.

F

The definition, as gleaned from various authori

A ties, is that a comptroller or controller is an officer

of a county, state, municipality, or corporation,
whose duties are specially connected with fiscal
affairs; his work is to examine, certify, audit
and superintend accounts. A comptroller in
general corresponds to an auditor, but often has
larger executive powers than those commonly
given to an auditor. The terms are often, but not
always, used synonymously. Turning to the ety
mology of “comptroller” and “controller,” the
former is derived from the French “comptoir,”
signifying counting house. The word “control
ler” is derived from the French “controleur,”
which signifies a supervising official, surveyor,
controller. From the above it appears that in
general the two words comptroller and controller
may be used interchangeably, either spelling hav
ing the sanction of good usage. As the title of a
public official, the spelling “comptroller” is more
commonly used; for example, the Comptroller of
the Treasury.

When I am ruling off a ledger account at the
end of the year, and transferring a balance to a
new account, should I use red or black ink for en
tering the amount transferred?
A
The best technical usage is to use red ink for
closing out the old account and black ink for en
tering the balance in the new account. If you
were transferring a debit balance from the old
account you would enter in red on the credit side
of the old account, for instance, “Dec. 31, By
Balance fd. p. 171, $1,752.25”; and on the debit
side of the new account you would enter in
black, “Jan. 1, To balance fd. p. 151, $1,752.25.” At
the time of ruling off the old account you are sup
posed to be working at the close of business, De
cember 31; and in the new account, you are work
ing at the beginning of business, January 1. This
is the reason for the different dates. If the date
is not at the end of the year you would usually
use the same date in both cases. It is well to use
good technique but you should remember that
nothing serious would happen if you used black
ink in both cases. Something would happen,
however, if you made an error in transferring the
amount. Technique in keeping books that has
no direct bearing on economy of effort or of ac
curacy is useful chiefly as a delight to the book
keeper. The technical arrangement of state
ments, however, is a very different matter, be
Q

I am a bookkeeper for a lumber concern in a Q
small town in northern Wisconsin. I earn $1,800
a year. I am thirty-five years of age, married, and
have four children. I am studying Accountancy
by correspondence. Should I enter Accountancy
practice or seek Accounting advancement in Busi
ness? Would it be practicable for me to secure a
position with a firm of public accountants?
Men with bookkeeping experience and good A
theoretical training in Accountancy must usually
begin at a salary anywhere from $75 to $100 per
month. In addition to submitting to a probable
reduction in salary, which you probably could ill
afford to do with your family responsibilities, you
would be under the necessity of moving to a city,
where your expenses would be heavier. You
would probably have to depend upon securing
your position after removing to the city, and the
first position might not be a permanency. As a
general proposition, therefore, we should advise
you, under the circumstances, not to attempt this
difficult vocational change. On the other hand, it
will be a logical thing for you to use your knowl
edge in your own organization, or in another busi
ness if there are reasons why you should change.
You should remember that there is a private prac
tice of Accountancy as well as a public practice,
and in the former there is a great opportunity for
responsibility and income. Our advice is based
on the general facts that you give, and it might be
influenced by facts that we do not have—for ex
ample, you may have independent means that
would make the economic matter of secondary
importance.

We are indebted to an expert in fire insurance Correc
for a correction to our answer in the February is tion
sue of a question in respect to the use of the
words rebate and premium. The question and
answer were as follows: Question—Please ad
vise whether rebate or premium is the proper
word to use in the following sentence: “For in
surance premium (rebate) returned to The Blank
Co., etc.” As a matter of fact, only a portion of the
original insurance premium was returned to the
company’s cash, hence the inquiry. Answer—If
the question refers to fire insurance, as is probably
the case, the word “rebate” is the customary term
used. In the case of life insurance, the expres
sion “returned premium” would be correct.
Our correspondent, in whose knowledge we
have great confidence, writes as follows: “As to
70

a continued decrease in the number
the first inquiry on page 38, Febru
ary issue, I understand it to relate PaceStudent of enrolments. The Council have
arranged that in the spring session
to the common case of a cancellation
April, 1916
of 1916 the classes will be open to
of a policy, the premium whereon
has previously been paid, a portion only thereof women serving in members’ offices. It is also
being returned to the insured. If you will refer proposed to establish a new elementary class on
{Continued)
to line 53 of the New York Standard Fire Insur bookkeeping and general accounting work, which
ance policy, you will see that the portion of the is specially intended to provide instruction for
premium returned to the insured is referred to as young women with a little general business ex
the ‘unearned portion’ of the premium. So far as perience, but who have only recently entered ac
my observation goes, this is generally referred to countants’ offices.”
as ‘unearned premium,’ ‘returned premium,’ or,
Some accountants refer to their profession as
colloquially, ‘return premium,’ but never as ‘re
“Accounting” while others call it “Accountancy.”
bate.’ ”
Which term is right?
Accountancy is the preferable term. Account
Please advise whether there is a demand in
Q
Business for women with a knowledge of book ing, as defined by the New York C. P. A. Sylla
keeping and accounting. I should also like to bus, is “that part of Accountancy that has to do
know whether a woman can become a Certified specifically with the recording and presentation
Public Accountant and if there is a good oppor of financial facts.” The Syllabus further states,
tunity for a woman in the practice of Account in prescribing Law as a subject of study, that
“Law, excluding criminal law, is a science defin
ancy.
The Pace Agency for Placements, Inc., recent ing the rights, limiting the powers, and providing
A
ly advertised in two leading New York news rules for adjudicating the differences of those en
papers for a young woman competent to take gaged in the acquisition, production, conserva
charge of the accounts of a philanthropic institu tion, and transfer of values.” Auditing, accord
tion. The advertisements ran for several days ing to the Syllabus, is also a part of Accountancy
but brought only two answers, and in neither and, as a subject of study, “includes the princi
case was the applicant competent to fill the posi ples and practices involved in the verification of
tion. One advertisement in a New York news Accounting records.” From all the foregoing it
paper for a stenographer at the same salary, is evident that the profession is properly called
brought 183 replies, while another similar ad Accountancy, and that we speak of Law, Ac
vertisement brought 87 calls in person. The Pace counting and Auditing as subdivisions of the
Agency is entirely unable to fill the demand for study and work of the practicing accountant.
young women who are competent to keep modern
I prefer to have Net Cash columns in my col
accounts. For some reason this field of voca
tional effort seems to have been practically de umnar Cash Book at extreme right of the debit
serted by women who are engaged in business. and credit pages. Is this arrangement wrong?
You should consult your own convenience in
So far as the Certified Public Accountant degree
is concerned, New York and other states ad the ruling of the Cash Book. Many Accountants
mit women on the same basis as men. There are prefer to place the Net Cash columns first in the
probably altogether in the United States ten or series of columnar rulings, and the distribution
twelve women who are Certified Public Account columns are carried to the right. There is, how
ants. There is considerable opportunity for ener ever, no serious objection to any arrangement of
getic woman accountants to develop a practice in the columns that will not interfere with abstract
institutional work and in many lines of commer ing the cash balance and posting the entries. For
cial endeavor. There is not much opportunity for a simple columnar cash book the order of Net
a woman to enter the employment of an Account Cash, Discounts, and Total is very satisfactory.
ancy firm so far as work outside the office is con
cerned, although in a number of cases women have
Any) saphead can find fault, but it takes a thinking
secured positions in Accountancy offices. The head to create.
following paragraph, taken from the annual re
Seeing with your eyes only is a very different
port of last year of the Institute of Accountants process from seeing with your mind through your
and Actuaries in Glasgow, seems to indicate that eyes.
women are entering the field of Accountancy in
The Office Boy says: When business is good the Old
Great Britain: “The tutorial classes have been Man says we haven’t time for teaching a fellow things,
carried on as usual, but each session has shown and when business is bum, we can’t afford it.
Question
and
Answer
Depart
ment
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Q
A

Q

A

the formation of the Pennsylvania
Association of Public Accountants
and helped to pass the C. P. A. bill.
He was a delegate to the organiza
tion meeting of the Federation of
Societies of Public Accountants and
(Continued)
did all in his power to make it a suc
cess. He is a member of the Penn
sylvania Institute of Certified Public
Accountants and of the New York
State Society of Certified Public Ac
countants. He has been a trustee, a
member of the executive committee,
and president of the American Asso
ciation of Public Accountants.
As an author Mr. Montgomery is
also widely and favorably known.
He has edited and published two
editions of Dicksee’s Auditing. He
is the author of Auditing, Theory
and Practice, which is an authorita
tive and exhaustive book on that
subject, and he has also been the
editor of the American Business
Manual.
Teaching has also claimed Mr.
Montgomery’s interest and time. He
has been a lecturer on Auditing at
the University of Pennsylvania and
at New York University. At Colum
bia University he has organized
courses in Accountancy in the De
partment of Extension Teaching,
and delivered a course of lectures on
the Income Tax. He now holds the
chair of Assistant Professor of
Economics in that institution.
It is hard to compress the recital
of Mr. Montgomery’s professional
and educational activities within a
one-page article—there have been so
many of them. One fact stands out,
though—he deserves his success. An
able man, a man of true service spir
it, a man of irreproachable charac
ter with church as well as commer
cial interests, a likable man—this is
Robert H. Montgomery, “a fine fel
low, and a thinker, and generally
right.”

Robert H.
Mont
gomery,
C.P.A.

F. J.
Browns
combe

J. BROWNSCOMBE, a stu
dent in
the
Vocational
Counseling Course, died sud
denly of pneumonia on March 7th,
at the untimely age of forty-eight.
A strong, hearty man, with a tireless
capacity for work, he seemed one of
the few men who are immune to dis
ease. Hence the news of his death
comes to The Pace Student as a dis
tinct shock.
Mr. Brownscombe was a Canadian
bom, bred, and educated, and all of
his life was engaged in educational
work, chiefly in this country, as a
teacher, as a principal, or as a super
intendent. During the past few years
he had devoted himself to organizing

F
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and operating the educational and
welfare departments of various large
corporations, among them being The
National Cloak and Suit Company.
At the time of his death he was or
ganizing the welfare work of the
Charles William Stores of Brooklyn.
Mr. Brownscombe was a man of
rare executive ability and of devo
tion to the service spirit in Business.
To know him was to like him and to
admire him. That he should be cut
off in the midst of his powers and
his usefulness is one of those in
scrutable mysteries that only the In
finite Mind understands.
E note with interest an arti
cle on “Depreciating Over
head Charges” which ap
peared in the Electric Railway Jour
nal, issue of March 11, 1916, by Bion
J. Arnold, Chairman Board of Su
pervising Engineers, Chicago Trac
tion. Mr. Arnold includes among
depreciable elements all items enter
ing into the cost of producing physi
cal property which after a certain
period of use must be reincurred.
This principle applies also to the de
preciation of overhead charges; i. e.,
to such items of overhead charges as
have to be reincurred with the re
newal of the items of physical prop
erty. When the original cost of prop
erty includes items of expense that
will not have to be reincurred, there
will exist in capital an amount ex
ceeding the cost of the renewed
property. This may be considered as
an intangible value and retained in
capital, or it may be thought desira
ble to amortize such an amount. Mr.
Arnold believes that any treatment
that results in piling up intangible
values in capital continuously is eco
nomically unsound, and amortization
eventually becomes necessary. A
glossary of terms used in connection
with the subject of valuation has
been compiled by Mr. Arnold.
Among the terms included are the
following: value, appraised value,
present value, intangible values,
amortization, depreciation, cost to
reproduce new.

W

A. L. WARD, Educational Director
of the Chicago Central Young Men’s
Christian Association, and R. P.
BLACKNEY, Educational Director
of the Buffalo Young Men’s Chris
tian Association, visited the Pace or
ganization during the month of
March.
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N exceptionally interesting par
agraph on the need of Voca
tional Counseling is contained
in a letter recently received from C.
B. Couchman, C.P.A., of Crockett,
Couchman & Company, Certified Pub
lic Accountants of Kansas City. We
reproduce it for the benefit of our
readers: “The title Vocational Coun
seling suggests interesting work in
reducing the number of life’s misfits.
All the products of modern day—
products of forest, field and factory
—are passed upon by experts and
turned to that particular work in the
scheme of commercial economy to
which their qualities best adapt them.
Young manhood alone seems to have
been overlooked—a product that
must work out its own salvation
without scientific guidance or labora
tory tests of potentialities. Bom en
gineers are peddling pills; embryonic
financiers are flagging freights; and
quite excellent plasterers are post
ing deposit slips.”

A

E. M. BLAYLOCK, of the Peoples
Canal & Irrigation Company, Black
foot, Idaho, in a recent letter re
marks: “Have just received the Feb
ruary ‘Student’ and wish to offer a
word of heartfelt approval of this
splendid vehicle for carrying new
hope and encouragement and ambi
tion to the young men of America.
It is splendid! Success to you!”
LILLIAN F. ANSTIE, Pace Insti
tute of Accountancy, 1914, formerly
of the staff of Pace & Wythes, now
in charge of the accounting depart
ment of Pace & Pace, was a success
ful candidate in the recent New York
C. P. A. examinations. Miss Anstie
is one of the very few women who
have succeeded in passing the C. P.
A. examinations.
On March 22d, Pace Institute of
Accountancy, 30 Church Street, was
honored by a visit from B. D. ED
WARDS, Educational Director of
the Young Men’s Christian Associa
tion of Detroit. Mr. Edwards was
especially interested in the Vocation
al Counseling Course and attended
Doctor Merton’s lecture on Analytic
and Synthetic Reasoning.
A member of the Texas State Society
of Certified Public Accountants re
ports that the Society now has a
membership of sixteen certified pub
lic accountants.

H. C. LANDWEHR, New York Uni
versity, Pace Institute of Account
ancy, was a successful candidate in
the last New York C. P. A. examina
tions.

Life’s
Misfits

“Point out any successful man, my
boy, and I will undertake to show
you a blend of these qualities. Show
me any unsuccessful man, and I will
point out a lack in at least one of
these three qualities. I do not pre
tend to say that there are not a
(Continued) great many other qualities that enter
into the problem; but if you bear
these three fundamental qualities of
success well in mind, you will move
on and upward.
“Aside from all this,” said the G.
M., as he pulled himself together
for the retreat to his berth, “we
are operating a railroad, not running
a broker’s office. Time spent over a
stock ticker won’t help you on the
heavy grades that lie between you
and the station called Success. Good
night!”

The
General
Manager
Talks on
Success

HE April meeting of the New
York State Society of Certi
fied Public Accountants was de
voted largely to a discussion of
Accountancy Administration and
Office Work. Henry B. Fernald, of
Loomis, Suffern & Fernald, ad
dressed the Society on the subject of
Selection and Training of Staff; R.
T. Lingley, of Lingley & Baird,
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spoke on Supervision of Staff;
Frederick G. Colley, of Touche, Niv
en & Company, spoke on Working
Papers; and Howard B. Cook, of
Haskins & Sells, spoke on the Prep
aration of Reports.
Robert H.
Montgomery, of Lybrand, Ross
Brothers & Montgomery, led in the
discussion that followed. The So
ciety entertained a number of visit
ing officials of the American Asso
ciation of Public Accountants, in
cluding J. Porter Joplin, of Chicago,
President; Carl H. Nau, of Cleve
land, Treasurer; and A. P. Richard
son, of New York, Secretary.

THE Society for Vocational Re
search is composed of a large
number of men and women who
meet monthly at a luncheon for
the purpose of discussing vocational
matters. The Society includes in its
membership a number of officials
who are engaged in employment and
welfare work for leading corpora

tions, as well as a large number of
school superintendents and princi
pals, and social service workers. The
only expense connected with the
Society consists of a luncheon fee,
which is large enough to include the
incidental expenses of postage and
printing. The officers of the Society
are Homer S. Pace, Chairman, 30
Church Street, New York; H. R.
Stutsman, Vice-Chairman; George
W. Martin, Vice-Chairman; and Lil
lian M. Smith, Secretary. Informa
tion in regard to the luncheons and
the work of the Society will be
cheerfully furnished upon request to
the Chairman.

HE National Vocational Guid
ance Association, at its annu
T
al meeting in Detroit, elected

the following officers: President,
Meyer Bloomfield, Boston, Mass.;
vice-presidents, Frank M. Leavitt,
Chicago, Ill., and Jesse B. Davis,
Grand Rapids, Mich.; secretary, W.
Carson Ryan, Jr., Washington, D. C.;
treasurer, D. H. Holbrook, Minne
apolis, Minn.; members of the execu
tive council, C. A. Prosser, F. G.
Bonser, E. P. Cubberly, David
Spence Hill, and John C. Frazee.

The Purchasing Agent
is a monthly journal for the man who buys. Founded
seven months ago, it has progressed swiftly but steadily
to the front rank of class journalism. It has won
written and unqualified commendation from purchasing
agents of big corporations, men who spend millions
of dollars each year; it has earned thanks and praise
from “little” buyers, men who are studying and pre
paring to fill berths in corporation purchasing depart
ments. A monthly feature is the “Bureau of Informa
tion”, a department that renders opinions on the
commercial problems that are actually encountered in
the field of its circulation.

$2.00 A YEAR

20 CENTS A COPY
PUBLISHED BY

THE PURCHASING AGENT COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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CHARACTER — how
operate—a Pullman, a Hill, a Ford,
good to the ear, PaceStudent or a Woolworth; others are special
how grateful to the
ized groove workers of a low order;
April, 1916
heart, is this word
still others fill intermediate posi
of fibre, of substance, of integrity tions. Where do you fit in? Are you approach
of sweetness, of nobility! With ing the apex of the business pyramid, or are you
it we have the dependence upon hopelessly bricked in at the base?
each other that gives us civiliza
tion—the organization of government and Busi
NE of the elements that make for success in Person
O
ness; without it we have the antagonistic isola
Business is that very real although very ality
tion of the individual—the chaos of deceit, dis elusive thing we call personality. It is difficult
trust, and destruction.
to tell just what the term personality comprises.
As the rugged and tenacious steel of the frame Still, we know—rather we feel—a few basic things
Character
carries the brick, the floors, the very equipment behind it and in it. Somewhere near the source
of the modern building, so character carries the of it is consciousness of personal power, certain
stress and strain of the business structure. Busi ty of judgment, mental poise. One thing is sure
ness is a matter of faith, of action based upon the —personality is something alive, something dy
belief that the other person will work, will buy, namic, something electric, something that with
will deliver, will repay as he agrees; and no con out effort wins the other fellow mentally or tem
peramentally, often in both
tract is subtle enough and no
respects.
Personality is
court wise enough to safe
THE PACE STUDENT
guard fully against the per
doubtless to some degree a
son who agrees without in
beneficent gift of nature, but
A Magazine of Service
tent of performance. Elimi
it is also a product of victori
Interpreting
nate character from Business
ous strife with self and cir
the Purpose, Spirit, and Needs
and the structure of ages
cumstances.
Personality is
of Modem Business
will fall, a shapeless heap of
most often found in men of
ruins.
mental stamina and moral
Published Monthly
Character is the accumula
substance—men who, by
tion that results from moral
means
of work, study, and
Subscription Price $1.00
thrift—the development and
reflection,
have steadily ad
a Year, Payable in Advance
conservation of that which
vanced their lives in useful
is good—the denial of the
and profitable service. Men
PACE & PACE, Publishers
waste of immoral practices.
tal stamina can be developed,
30 Church Street
Accumulate, therefore, the
and moral substance can be
fibre, the substance, the
strengthened — another way
New York
frame-work that we call
of saying that the dormant
Copyright, 1916, by Pace & Pace
character, as well as the dol
seeds of personality can be
lars that are the mere bricks
quickened into life. Person
and mortar of your personal business structure. ality, in other words, is an effect of an inward
condition. What that condition shall be, mental
HE constructive man evolves an idea—an ly and temperamentally, depends upon you. Work
Organ
ization
invention, a design, a formula, a plan; the your brain and don’t stifle your heart, and you
promoter secures the interest of people who are will unconsciously develop the personality you
able and willing to finance the idea; the executive seek and need.
uses the capital to buy plant and materials and to
hire workmen, administrative staff, and salesmen.
HERE is no fundamental difference be Ruts
tween a rut and a grave; a grave is deeper
The workmen get wages; the executive and his
assistants are compensated by salaries and wages; and harder to get out of, that’s all. In this age
the owners receive the profits if there are any; the of intensive specialization in Business—particu
promoter takes a commission or stock at the out larly in the layout and apportionment of execu
set; the constructive man gets a flat price for his tive duties, it is easy for us to think and function
idea, or a royalty on output or sales, or perhaps in a rut. We don’t have to become our own grave
nothing. This is the story, in substance, of every diggers—Modern Business is not necessarily a
business organization, and an outline of the cemetery. We spend only about one-third of our
classes of ability that are required. Occasionally time in performing our specialized duties. There
a man is big enough to originate, promote, and are many hours when by means of study and ob-
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Yellow
Streak

Higgins

Limber
Up

or in any vocation in which you meet
servation we can pull ourselves to
the top of a mental knoll and look Pace Student but a few people as a matter of rou
tine? Do you confine yourself to
about us and study the scenery. It
April, 1916
your family and half a dozen cronies
is the men who do this very thing
that acquire perspective, and perspective always when off duty? Do you grow introspective, self
widens a rut into an upward leading highway, critical, morose, morbid? Let the sunlight of hu
never deepens it into a grave. Look up and man companionship into your darkened life. Be
around you, not down all the time. Get out of come a scout-master, go to school, teach a Sunday
school class, join a political club, even go to danc
the rut.
ing school—for goodness’ sake do something to
nfortunately, there is such a thing limber up before it is too late.
as the yellow streak. It is easier to men
tion some of the signs of it than to figure out the OCATIONAL education involves two Vocation
things—first, starting the individual stu al
queer mental and moral kinks that produce it. It
dent on the course of training most likely toEducation
in
is the yellow streak that pads expense accounts,
turns in overtime checks for work that was never sure his economic success, and, second, studying
done, carries gossip from Jim to Joe and back vocational conditions and opportunities and mak
again, fawns upon the men higher up in the open ing the data collected available for reference. This
and knocks them behind closed doors, believes in two-fold purpose lies behind the vocational re
pull and waits for it to come, and always has an search work of the United States Bureau of Edu
eye out for a snap position where the hours are cation, a report of which has just been made pub
right. The yellow streak is a curious amalgam lic.
Interest in the practical importance of voca
of laziness, cowardice, deceit, egotism, mental
shortsightedness, and moral pettiness. Like all tional education is rapidly spreading. Only a
weeds and poisonous plants, it is hardy and de few years ago those who talked about vocational
velops itself amazingly, especially when there is education as having a definite place in education
plenty of organization offal for it to take root in al plans and curricula were put down as cranks
and sustenance from. Viewing it from another or, at best, visionaries.
angle, it can be starved and smothered—and must
Nowadays, the point of view toward vocational
be, as every intelligent person and organization education is very different. Educators are realiz
realizes. Away with the yellow streak—be white ing that something very definite must be done to
but never yellow!
equip boys and girls for the kind of life work for
which they are temperamentally best adapted.
EHOLD our faithful Higgins, who proves The day of the inflexible school curriculum that
the receivables at $22 per—Higgins the casts all kinds of potential abilities into the same
hopper is on the wane. The vital
mild, the humble—when he assumes his place educational
in
the evening as the chief executive of an organiza problem in education to-day is the problem of
tion. At the head of the table in a cosy little din scientific individual development—the problem of
ing room he recounts to the admiring wife and vocational education.
the wondering little Higginses how he slew the
HAT is my personal overtime?” you Overtime
"W
business dragons; yes, how he was even a bit se
vere with the chief himself. As wifie mildly pro
ask. It is those many hours outside
tests, Higgins becomes almost fierce, thumps the the compass of the time you properly devote to
table, and declares, “by gad,” he will “leave one your regular occupation, to legitimate and desir
of these times, and then you’ll see what will hap able recreation—hours which all too often mean
pen. Yessir!” Well, I’m glad Higgins has his idleness, dissatisfaction, discouragement, and
little castle, his hour of power. The home is the temptation, and perhaps folly, vice, and crime, but
one small refuge of greatness for the most of us which ought to mean intelligent utilization in
in these days of organization. But suppose Hig terms of future efficiency and a future increase in
gins good-naturedly but persistently should be earning capacity. Personal overtime of this kind
come fierce at the office. What would happen? —one hour of it a day means six hours a week
Higgins would become boss, for we are all pretty and 312 hours a year, and two hours a day means
much Higginses.
12 hours a week and 624 hours a year. What an
aggregate! What a power for good or for evil!
ARE you limited in your human contacts—
are you functioning as a clerk, a book
It is easier to anticipate and avoid errors ofomission
keeper, a stenographer, a statistician, a chemist, and commission than it is to explain and rectify them.
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T E corporation, as a
H
quent instalments. The shares thus
form of legal organ
defaulted are subsequently sub
ization, offers to the aceApril,tudent
scribed at 95 per cent. of their par
1916
active
proprietor
value, and paid for in one amount in
and to the investor certain ad cash.
vantages over the partnership.
“X, Y, and Z assign to A, B, and C as individu
The liability of the one who risks als the shares originally subscribed by them, and
his capital may be limited to the receive therefor their par value in cash.
amount of capital stock contributed, and the
“It was found by appraisement of the business
business is safeguarded against interruption in taken over that the tangible assets amounted to
case of the death or the disability of the proprie $191,100, and that the liabilities amounted to
tor. Hence we have a natural tendency in Mod $45,000.
ern Business to resort to the corporate form of
“The incorporation expenses amounted to $1,organization.
132, which included lawyers’ fees, of which $650
The financial steps incident to a typical incor was paid in cash; and it was decided that the full
poration of a business enterprise are set forth in amount should be held as a deferred charge to be
a recent proposition given in the Pace Final Ex written off against the first year’s income.
aminations. In addition, there are complications
“Submit journal entries to open the books of
in the proposition that arise from the fact that the the corporation and to give full effect to all the
corporation found it desirable to take subscrip transactions that have been stated. Prepare, in
tions for an additional issue of stock payable addition, financial statement based on the en
tries.”
partly in cash and partly in instalments.
The solution of the proposition, based on the
It is frequently found desirable in corporation
financing to offer stock for subscription by the facts stated, follows:
public after the corporation is organized. Such
THE ABC CORPORATION
Journal
sales of stock are made usually for the purpose of
Organized under the laws of the State of...................... Entries
securing working capital, although the moneys to conduct the business of.................................................. as
thus acquired may be used for acquiring capital authorized by the Certificate of Incorporation, with an
assets or for some other purpose.
authorized Capital of $500,000 divided into 20,000 shares
The facts of the case will be readily grasped of 6% Preferred Stock and 30,000 shares of Common
from the text of the proposition, which follows: Stock, having a par value of $10 per share each. Stock
“The ABC Corporation was organized with a is subscribed as under:
Propo
X 25 shares Common Stock.
sition capital stock of $500,000, divided into shares of
Y 25 shares Common Stock.
the par value of $10 each, of which capital stock
Z 25 shares Common Stock.
$200,000 was 6 per cent. Preferred Stock and
$300,000 was Common Stock. X, Y and Z each
75
subscribe for 25 shares of Common Stock, which
were paid in cash.
“A partnership composed of A, B, and C offers CASH ........................................ .$ 750.00
To COMMON STOCK........
750.00
to turn over the business of the partnership as
For
Common
Stock
issued
to
in

a going concern, including all good-will, and ex
corporators for cash, as under:
cluding cash, to the ABC Corporation in consid
X Certificate No. 1, 25 shares
eration of 14,610 shares of its Preferred Stock
Y Certificate No. 2, 25 shares
and 19,925 shares of its Common Stock. The of
Z
Certificate No. 3, 25 shares
fer is accepted by the corporation; the business
is acquired; and the stock is duly issued in pay
75
ment.
“The remainder of the Preferred Stock, in or
der to provide additional working capital, is of EQUITY IN BUSINESS OF
A, B AND C................................. 345,350.00
fered for subscription on the basis of 20 per cent.
To A, B AND C, VENDORS.
345,350.00
to be paid upon subscription and 20 per cent. a For
equity in partnership busi
month until the balance is paid. The stock is all
ness of A, B, and C taken over
subscribed under this plan and paid in, with the
as a going concern, with the
exception of 100 shares which are forfeited for
exception of cash on hand, in
non-payment of the second and subsequent in
accordance with resolution of
stalments, and the forfeiture of 50 shares on ac
Board of Directors (See Min
ute Book pp..)
count of non-payment of the third and subse

Corpor
ation
Propo
sition

P

S
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Corpor A, B, AND C, VENDORS........ 345,350.00
ation
To PREFERRED STOCK...
Propo
“ COMMON STOCK ..........
sition For 14,610 shares of Preferred
(Continued)

CASH ...............................................
To PREFERRED
STOCK
SUBSCRIPTION,
IN
STALMENT NO. 3..........
For third instalment paid on
5,240 shares only.

146,100.00
199,250.00

Stock and 19,925 shares of
Common Stock, $10 par value,
issued to Vendors in payment
of business acquired (See Min
ute Book pp..)
CASH .................................................
PREFERRED STOCK SUB
SCRIPTION, INSTALMENT
NO. 1 ............................................
PREFERRED STOCK SUB
SCRIPTION, INSTALMENT
NO. 2 ............................................
PREFERRED STOCK SUB
SCRIPTION, INSTALMENT
NO. 3 ............................................
PREFERRED STOCK SUB
SCRIPTION, INSTALMENT
NO. 4 ............................................
To SUBSCRIPTIONS TO
PREFERRED STOCK ..
For subscriptions received to
5,390 shares of Preferred Stock,
payable 20% in cash upon sub
scription and 20% monthly
thereafter in instalments. De
tails in Subscription Record.

10,780.00

10,780.00

10,780.00

10,780.00

10,780.00

CASH .................................................
To PREFERRED
STOCK
SUBSCRIPTION,
IN
STALMENT NO. 4..........
For fourth instalment paid on
5,240 shares.

53,900.00

CASH ................................................
To PREFERRED
STOCK
SUBSCRIPTION INSTAL
MENT NO. 1 ..........................
For first instalment paid in full,
5,390 shares.

10,780.00

CASH ...............................................
To PREFERRED
STOCK
SUBSCRIPTION, INSTAL
MENT No. 2..........................
For second instalment paid on
5,290 shares only.

10,580.00

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO PRE
FERRED STOCK....................
To PREFERRED
STOCK
SUBSCRIPTION
IN
STALMENT NO. 2..........
“ PREFERRED
STOCK
SUBSCRIPTION
IN
STALMENT NO. 3..........
“ PREFERRED
STOCK
SUBSCRIPTION
IN
STALMENT NO. 4..........
“ SURPLUS FROM FOR
FEITED STOCK..............
To cancel subscription to 100
shares of Preferred Stock on
which the second and subse
quent instalments were unpaid.

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO PRE
FERRED STOCK....................
To PREFERRED
STOCK
SUBSCRIPTION,
IN
STALMENT NO. 3..........
“ PREFERRED
STOCK
SUBSCRIPTION,
IN
STALMENT NO. 4..........
“ SURPLUS FROM FOR
FEITED STOCK ............
To cancel subscription to 50
shares of Preferred Stock on
which third and fourth instal
ments were unpaid.

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO PRE
FERRED STOCK ....................
To PREFERRED STOCK.. ..
For issue of 5,240 shares of Pre
ferred Stock to subscribers
who paid in full.

10,780.00

CASH ...............................................
SURPLUS FROM FORFEITED
STOCK ........................................
To PREFERRED STOCK...
For sale of 150 shares of forfeited
Preferred Stock at 95% of par
value, balance of par value be
ing made up by appropriation
of Surplus from Forfeited
Stock.

10,580.00

10,480.00

Journal
Entries
10,430.00

500.00

100.00

100.00
300.00

10,480.00

10,480.00

52,400.00

52,400.00

1,425.00

75.00
1,500.00

1,000.00

SUNDRY TANGIBLE ASSETS 191,100.00
GOOD-WILL ................................. 199,250.00
To SUNDRY LIABILITIES.
“ EQUITY IN BUSINESS
OF A, B, AND C................
To set up Tangible Assets, Good
will and Liabilities in accord
ance with appraisal values.

200.00

200.00

45,000.00
345,350.00

200.00

ORGANIZATION EXPENSES
To SUNDRY LIABILITIES.
“ CASH ....................................
For incorporation expenses, part
ly paid in cash, to be charged
against first year’s operations.

400.00
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1,132.00
482.00
650.00

THE ABC CORPORATION
Balance Sheet as at_____

Corpor
ation
Propo
sition
(Continued)

Comment

ASSETS

LIABILITIES

Sundry TangibleAssets ......................................... $191,100.00
Good Will................................................................. 199,250.00
Cash ........................................................................... 54,625.00
OrganizationExpenses ..........................................
1,132.00

Capital Stock:
Preferred, Authorized and Out
standing ......................................... $200,000
Common, Authorized .. . .$300,000
Less Unissued.................... 100,000 200,000
Total Capital Stock Outstanding.......................$400,000.00
Sundry Liabilities................................................... 45,482.00
Surplus from Forfeited Stock Subscriptions..
625.00

$446,107.00

$446,107.00

Subscription Instalment Account for each one of
the deferred payments, as is shown in the entry.
Another procedure would be to call the cash pay
ment “Instalment No. 1,” the first payment on
the receivable, “Instalment No. 2,” and so on.
This would cause setting up a receivable that does
not in fact exist, and is perhaps not as desirable
a treatment as is the one shown in the solution.
Under the New York law, at least 10 per cent. of
the par value of the stock must be paid into the
corporation in cash before a subscription is bind
ing. Therefore, in New York deferred instal
ments cannot exist for more than 90 per cent. of
the par value of the stock.
Sixth, we have the interesting problem of the Instal
adjustment that must be made in case of failure ment
to pay instalments. The Stock Corporation Law Adjust
of New York, which is similar to that in other ments
states, provides that stock subscribed on which
default has been made, together with all previous
payments made thereon, will be forfeited for the
use of the corporation, and that such stock may
be reissued. The accounting procedure upon
such forfeiture is to debit the Subscriptions to
Stock and to credit the instalment accounts with
the amounts unpaid on the subscription and to
credit an account, usually called Surplus From
Forfeited Stock, with the balance. The credit in
the last account discloses the profit to the cor
poration by reason of the forfeiture. In the case
of a resale at less than par, as stated in the propo
sition, it is necessary to debit Cash for the amount
received (and instalments if collection of any part
of the price is deferred) and to debit Surplus
From Forfeited Stock, the total amount of the
debits being credited to the Capital Stock Ac
count. This is the treatment accorded in the
proposition to the sale of forfeited stock at 95
per cent. of its par value.

Many interesting points of technical procedure
arise in the solution of the foregoing proposition.
First, there is the formal opening of the set of
books by a Journal entry. This opening entry
should state briefly the essential financial facts
in respect to the corporation, including the amount
of authorized capital, class of stock, and the
par value of the shares. This should be followed
by a statement of the shares subscribed, as is
shown in the solution.
Second, it should be noted that in corporation
practice we record only the shares that are actu
ally subscribed. Authorized but unsubscribed
and unissued stock is not recorded. Sometimes
the erroneous practice is found of setting up the
authorized but unissued stock as “Treasury
Stock”. In this case, the incorporation was ef
fected by the payment of 75 shares of Common
Stock, which was the original subscription.
Third, there is the acquisition of the partner
ship business of A, B, and C. At the time of pur
chase it is evident that the exact assets and lia
bilities are not known. Therefore, the account is
called “Equity in Business of A, B, and C.” We
cannot well say “Plant and Sundry Assets,” for
there is the probability that liabilities exist.
Fourth, we have the settlement of the purchase
price of the partnership business by the issue of
Preferred Stock and Common Stock. This is a
very common procedure in the acquisition of
properties.
Fifth, we have the complication of stock sub
scriptions on which 20 per cent. is paid in cash
and the balance is payable at the rate of 20 per
cent. a month. The instalments really apply to
the amount that remains unpaid. The common
accounting treatment, therefore, is to debit Cash
for the amount received and to set up a Stock
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Forfeited Subscriptions. Under the
this surplus may be “applied
Pace Student law,
for the use of the corporation.” In
April, 1916
the most conservative practice,
capitalization is allowable in good accounting such a surplus would be used to write down debits
practice, and in fact is permitted by the Inter that represent intangible assets, such as Organi
state Commerce Commission in railroad accounts. zation Expenses, or possibly Good-will. In the
In many stock corporations, however, it is quite balance sheet these items have been left upon the
customary to write off organization expenses in books, as no authority is given in the proposition
proportionate amounts against the income for for any treatment except that which is shown.
Evidently all operating transactions have been
the first two or three years of operation.
Eighth, the financial condition is shown by the left out of the proposition. In practice, the Bal
balance sheet that follows the Journal entries. ance Sheet would probably contain additional
It should be noted that there is a Surplus From items.

Corpor
Seventh, we have the question of
ation whether the expenses of incorpora
Propo tion and lawyers’ fees incident to or
sition ganization may be capitalized. Such
(Continued)

TALKING TO OTHERS
OU realize the business, professional, and social value of being able to
stand up and talk to others clearly, coherently, and convincingly, in the
language of the moment.
In order to enable you to develop this power, the Pace Institute is about
to publish a seventeen-weeks’ Course in Oral Expression, which has
already proved its value to hundreds of business and professional men.
The Pace Course in Oral Expression will—
Develop your self-confidence before an audience;
Develop your personality and individuality;
Develop your will power;
Develop your ability to select and arrange your thoughts;
Develop your vocabulary and improve your knowledge of
spoken English;
Develop your power to describe, to narrate, to explain, to
convince, to persuade;
Develop your voice in mellowness and resonance;
Develop the speaking powers that unknowingly you already
possess.
The Course consists of seventeen printed lessons. Each Lesson contains
physical drills, breathing drills, vocal drills, gesture drills, tone drills,
enunciation drills, pronunciation drills, drills in sentence structure and
word usage; practical hints and cautions exemplified in an illustrative
speech; and a definite assignment for the next Lesson.
The Course is available for use in schools, colleges, and self-improvement
societies of all kinds.

Y

A Summer Course of seventeen weeks will be given at the Pace Institute by
Horatio N. Drury, the author of the Course. If you are interested,
send for the free descriptive booklet, Talking to Others.

PACE

PACE, 30 Church Street, New York
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English
Depart
ment
Horatio
N. Drury,
B.A.

Sentence
Types

Conscious
Imitation

OST of us have only a few
sentence types at our imme
diate command. We easily
fall into the habit of expressing our
thoughts by means of the same kinds
of sentences, regardless of the na
ture of the subject about which we
are writing or speaking. The result
of this habit is that our manner of
expression is likely to become stiff
and monotonous.
Clearness, of course, is the first
thing for us to strive for in what
ever we write or say; there should
be no doubt about our meaning. Cor
rectness is perhaps the second
quality for us to bear in mind; there
is seldom any good reason for our
going counter to the manner of ex
pression that finds favor with the
best writers and speakers. And sure
ly individuality is at least the third
quality that should mark our use of
English; we should talk and write
alike, so far as the fundamentals of
expression are concerned, but we
should freely color the language wo
use with our own personality.
If we are going to give play to
our personality in our words and
sentences, we must acquire flexibility
in expression; and to acquire this
flexibility, which will later express it
self in spontaneity and naturalness
of utterance as a habit, we shall find
it to our advantage to imitate con
sciously various types of happily
worded sentences.
We can enforce this principle of
conscious imitation by means of very
simple illustrations. In swimming,
for example, we consciously do cer
tain things with our arms, legs, and
bodies before we finally get the
knack
of
propelling
ourselves
through the water without thinking
of how we do it. The same thing
applies to walking, playing the piano,
singing, writing, and any number of
other examples. The point is clear
—before we can acquire the habit of
doing anything, we must first do that
thing consciously; and in doing a
thing consciously, we can often make
profitable use of imitation.
To go back to the principle of
conscious imitation as applied to sen
tence structure, we should pick out
a model sentence, note the type
words and phrases, fill in the new
sentence with words and phrases of
our own, and try to express in our
sentence some thought that reflects
our own personal or business inter
ests. We must especially guard
against memorizing the model sen
tence as a sentence.
The best thing to do is to frame
our sentences and then utter them
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aloud, slowly and distinctly, to some
one at hand. If this be inconveni
ent, we can at least think our sen
tences out completely as sentences.
In this way, we shall gain amazingly
in the power to explain the same
idea in a variety of ways. This
method of imitation is explained in
the sets of sentences that follow:
Model
Were you to discover that an em
ployee had been disloyal to you, you
would be justified in discharging him.
Imitation
Were an accountant to give an
opinion of the condition of the busi
ness, he would be obliged to have
access to the books.
Model
Had the lawyer questioned (past
participle) the witness a little more
closely, he would have elicited valu
able information.
Imitation
Had the directors been acquainted
with all the facts, they would not
have favored the merger of the three
concerns.
Model
A persistent and enthusiastic
worker (noun), James L. Ward
(same man as “worker”) has doubled
our business in the Trenton field.
Imitation
A speaker of convincing eloquence,
our secretary is in great demand at
trade banquets throughout New
England.
Model
To rehabilitate (infinitive) a con
cern that is about to go into the
hands of a receiver requires (verb
of which the preceding infinitive is
the subject) executive capacity of
the highest kind.
Imitation
To secure settlements from all our
customers in strict accordance with
our terms of sales is the aim of our
new credit manager.
Model
That the advertising department
will need a much larger appropria
tion for next year than it had last
year becomes (verb of which the
preceding “that” clause is the sub
ject) increasingly evident as reports
from the salesmen come in.
Imitation
That it will be wise for the firm to
80

seek larger and more commodious
quarters is the decision that has al
ready been tentatively reached by
the officers.
Model
Irritated (past participle) though Examples
the President had become at con
stant interruptions, he nevertheless
kept (past tense) his temper through
out the trying interview.
Imitation
Restricted though the field had
seemed to be at first, it nevertheless
was soon producing a most satisfac
tory volume of business.
Model
Just as the Auditing Department
has been able to cut down expenses
of operation by means of a thorough
reorganization, just so the Selling
Department can be reorganized and
operated more economically than it
is at present.
Imitation
Just as we have found it produc
tive business to establish friendly
personal relations with the retail
shoe dealers of Worcester, just so
we shall find it advantageous to do
the same thing in Springfield.
Model
The chief clerk said to the treas
urer, “It is my opinion that we
should establish under your general
and my direct supervision a new de
partment devoted to welfare and
educational work” (the use of direct
discourse when what is quoted refers
to two or more persons).
Imitation
The sales manager said to his as
sistant, “I wish you would telephone
the Williams Garage and ask Mr.
West why he did not send you this
morning the specifications I asked
him to send.”
Model
Auditor George R. Weed has laid
before the Executive Committee
three proposals: first, that no policy
on the Twenty-year Whole Life plan
shall contain the tontine feature;
second, that every policy of every
class and grade shall be so plainly
numbered in the outer right-hand
corner as to be easily classified; and,
third, that the loan clause in every
policy shall be so explicitly worded
as to remove all possibility of mis
understanding on the part of the
policy-holder.
Imitation
Our inspector of branch stations
has noted three matters which he
wishes to bring to your attention:

English first, that the office layouts in most
Depart of the branch stations might be con
ment siderably improved in respect to ef

ficiency of operation; second, that
the local advertising is done in a
(Continued)
haphazard way, without much rela
tion to the kind of advertising we
are doing in other parts of the coun
try; and, third, that there is need of
devising some plan of educational
work whereby the various branch
managers will be kept in close touch
with our head executive offices.
To sum up, if we consciously imi
tate desirable sentence types in ac
cordance with the above method, we
shall soon get to the point where we
shall use these sentence types un
thinkingly—as a habit. Then we can
concentrate our mental processes
wholly upon what we desire to say;
we shall not need to think much
about the sentence molds into which
our thoughts will flow. And in Busi
ness it is fundamentally the way we
think—the clearness and the coher
ence of the process—that determines
our economic usefulness and ad
vancement.
GEORGE M. CURRAN, Account
ancy Institute of Brooklyn, formerly
with The Windsor Land & Improve
ment Company, has accepted a posi
tion in the accounting department of
S. W. Straus & Company.
GEORGE LUZ, Newark School of
Accountancy, formerly with the
Hodgman Rubber Company, is now
employed as accountant with Julius
Schmid, Inc.
J. REED GREGORY, Accountancy
Institute of Brooklyn, formerly with
The Greenwood Cemetery Corpora
tion, has accepted a position in the
accounting department of the Charles
William Stores.

JOHN V. DENBOSKE, Pace Insti
tute of Accountancy, formerly with
the American Express Company, has
accepted an accounting position with
Nestle’s Food Company.
JOHN J. MOONEY, New York In
stitute of Accountancy, formerly with
the Fiss, Doerr & Carroll Horse
Company, has accepted a secretarial
post with the Butterworth Judson
Company.

T. McDERMOTT, New York Insti
tute of Accountancy, 1912, of the
auditing department of the New
York Telephone Company, was a
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successful candidate in the recent
New York C. P. A. examinations.
C. S. CARR, New York Institute of
Accountancy, 1915, was a successful
candidate in the January C. P. A. ex
aminations.

H. R. WEAVER, Accountancy In
stitute of Brooklyn, 1915, has recent
ly been placed in full charge of all
the accounting work of the Inter
national Paper Company.
SIDNEY SHRYOCK, Accountancy
Institute of Brooklyn, has sailed for
Europe for the American Interna
tional Corporation, and will visit
London, Paris, and Petrograd during
the next few months. Mr. Shryock
expects to return to this country
next fall.

JOSEPH MAFFEI, Pace Institute
of Accountancy, Extension Division,
has been appointed to the position
of Secretary for the American Star
Cork Company, Inc., Brooklyn.

R. E. OLIN, Los Angeles Institute
of Accountancy, formerly book

keeper for Bosworth, Inc., motion
picture producers, has recently been
made Comptroller of this Company
and the Oliver Morosco Photoplay
Company, two of the largest con
cerns in the business.
FLORENCE M. KILBURN, Pace
Institute of Acountancy (N. Y.,)
1912, is teaching in the Commercial
Department of the Richmond Hill
(L. I.), High School.
EDGAR M. DeBAUN, Pace Insti
tute of Accountancy (N. Y.), former
ly in the foreign exchange depart
ment of the Adams Express Com
pany, has been appointed to a re
sponsible post in the banking firm
of George H. Burr & Company.

HARRY McCarthy, New York
Institute of Accountancy, formerly
with Harper & Brothers, has accept
ed a position in the accounting de
partment of Austin, Nichols & Com
pany.
J. A. POWELSON, C.P.A., A.B.
(Harvard ’04), Pace Institute of Ac
countancy, 1910, for several years
senior accountant with Haskins &
Sells, is a member of the accounting
staff of Frederick H. Hurdman, Cer
tified Public Accountant, 55 Liberty
street, New York.

Your Printed Matter
O accomplish its purpose must attract at
tention. The distinctiveness of our printing
makes it attractive. Therefore our printing
will add to the effectiveness of your literature.
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Per
sonal
Notes

Voca
tional
Coun
seling

Profes
sion
of
Profes
sions

HE following extract from a
recent booklet on Vocational
Counseling by the Pace Or
ganization will be of interest to men
and women who are called upon to
choose employees. The excerpt fol
lows:
The man or the woman who can
accurately judge the developed and
the potential abilities of the individ
ual and their relation to the gainful
trades and occupations, has an as
sured professional future as a Voca
tional Counselor.
If his conclusions are correct and
his advice is sound, his consulting
room will overflow with clients. Stu
dents will choose their educational
courses and enter business or the
professions under his guiding hand;
and workers of all classes, including
professional men and women, mer
chants, manufacturers, mechanics,
and executives, will seek his counsel
for better vocational adjustment.
Strange, is it not, that the trades
and professions, each rich in its own
technical literature and methods of
training or education, provide no
general index of the vast field of hu
man effort and of the human abilities
that are required in the various vo
cations—that the choice or selection
of a lifetime’s work is more often
than not left to the accident of a
“Boy Wanted” sign?
Who is to classify and state human
abilities? Who is to determine the
dominant and supporting abilities re
quired in each occupation? Who is
to determine what dominant and sup
porting abilities the particular indi
vidual possesses and guide him to
the calling in which his abilities will
be most productive for himself and
for society? In fine, who is to oper
ate the vocational switchboard in
this era of specialized effort and
make the connection between the in
dividual and his proper task?
Here we have the opportunity for
the profession of professions—for
the development of a calling which
shall have nothing less for its field
than the entire world of human abili
ties and vocational opportunities, and
their scientific co-ordination for the
pleasurable and efficient performance
of all the economic goals that man
seeks to attain.
The field of vocational service is
not limited to professional practice.
The complex modern business or

T

ganization, with its extreme division

of work and specialization of effort,
is constantly seeking the services of
men and women who are competent
to choose its recruits and to adjust
the human material to the tasks in
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hand. The position of welfare exec
utive, under which the problems of
vocational selection and education
are grouped, is being established in
virtually all the progressive business
organizations of the country. The
demand is insistent for men and wo
men who can enter upon the duties
of these positions with something
more in the way of scientific train
ing than the ordinary experience of
the teacher or the sociological
worker.
The success of many business ex
ecutives is largely due to their ability
to select and develop competent as
sociates and subordinates.
This
ability is, therefore, one of the prin
cipal aids to success in business; and
even with the organization of voca
tional departments, the executive
will never be fully relieved of the
responsibility of
judging
men.
Hence, a scientific training in voca
tional counseling is a legitimate part
of the education of an executive.
In educational, sociological, and
religious work, the subject of voca
tional selection is achieving a place
of fundamental importance. The ed
ucator is realizing as never before

the importance of vocational guid
ance, and there is hardly a conven
tion or a conference of teachers in
which the subject is not given special
and serious consideration. In socio
logical and religious work, the same
need for scientific direction is felt
in every department of effort. It
follows that no other course of study
is so admirably adapted to the pro
motion of effectiveness in teachers
and in social service and religious
workers as scientific training in vo
cational counseling.
In fine, wherever the human ma
terial is to be handled, we are con
fronted with the fundamental neces
sity for productive work, and we find
everywhere an appalling lack of sci
entific and effective control.
The Vocational Counselor must
know the range of abilities that men Range
possess. To that end, he should ac
of
quire, preferably under careful in
struction, a knowledge of the possi Abilities
ble reactions of mental and physical
activity, classified and defined in
terms of fundamental human abilities.
Thus, verbal expression is an ability
evidenced by speech and writing, and
it may be possessed to a greater or a
less extent in proportion as natural
aptitude and educational training are
favorable or unfavorable. In the
same way, the other abilities must be
defined and stated throughout the

Before it slips your mind
For those inspired first thoughts that must get on record
quick or they are gone—
Those forceful letters that shape up suddenly—
Those memos to yourself and your staff—
Those important telephone conversations you want to
remember*—
For all those other things that hit you during hours, after hours,
on holidays, in the office, at home—
The Dictaphone is invaluable. We can prove a dozen other
reasons why you should dictate to the Dictaphone—all efficiency
reasons; all economy.
The

DICTAPHONE
REGISTERED

Woolworth Building

New York

Stores in the principal cities—dealers everywhere
Approved by the Underwriters.

Official dictating machine of the Panama Pacific International Exposition

“Your Day’s Work”—a book we should like to send you
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entire range of man’s mental and
physical activities. The study of
mental abilities and their classifica
tion and definition, in fact, is the
basis of a scientific control of voca
tional selection.
The Vocational Counselor must be
able to determine the abilities pos
sessed by the specific individual. He
must secure training that will enable
him to judge, not only of the indi
vidual’s developed capacity and the
relative effects of natural aptitude
Various and educational and other environ
Methods ment, but also of the relation be
tween developed capacity and the de
velopment that may be reasonably
expected in view of potential abilities.
The Vocational Counselor must re
view in his studies the various meth
ods of securing this information, and
he must secure intensive training in
the methods that are practicable for
his professional purposes.
The scientific worker in the field of
Vocational Counseling should, in
fact, take advantage of every reliable
means of gaining information in re
spect to the abilities of the individu
al. Experimental tests, so far as they
are practicable for vocational use,
should be studied and used; the
methods of collecting personal his
tory information and the advantages
and limitations incident to its use
should be thoroughly understood;
and the uses and methods of voca
tional follow-up, by means of which
pressure may be kept upon the indi
vidual in respect to suggested plans
of development, should be under
stood by the vocational student.
Particularly should the Vocational
Counselor understand the relation
between mental and physical attrib
utes, and the use to be made of the
results of physical examinations con
ducted by physicians—the vocational
effect of abnormal physical condi
tions in respect to eye, ear, nose,
throat, spine, tarsal arches, and any
other physical organ or part that has
a specific bearing upon a particular
occupation. The training in voca
tional diagnosis, in short, should be
thorough and broad and truly pro
fessional in character—it should rise
above the single remedy or proced
ure that marks the quack.
The Vocational Counselor must
know the range of human activities,
particularly those of an economic
nature. He should be familiar with
the specific trades and occupations
that are the outcome of the economic
division of labor and the develop
ment of modern transportation and
the modern industrial organization.
The knowledge must be organized
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and classified much the same as is
necessary in the study of human abil
ities, and distinctions and definitions
should be mastered as the basis of
occupational placement.
In addition to the classification of
vocations, each occupation should be
the subject of specific study, in order
to determine the dominant and sup
porting mental abilities required of
the person who is to function suc
cessfully in such vocation.
Thus,
verbal expression is the dominant
ability required in any form of liter
ary work, but the supporting abilities
would vary to conform to different
subclassifications of the major call
ing. The supporting ability of form
and color would be required of the
art critic, while an economic sense
and reasoning capacity would be re
quired of an editor writing largely on
financial matters. Until the domi
nant and supporting mental abilities
are determined for each vocation, the
Vocational Counselor cannot work
with precision in vocational selec
tion.
Truly, we have here the oppor
tunity for a new calling—a profession
of professions.

HE American Association of
Public Accountants will hold its
Annual Convention in New York the
latter part of September next. Ac
countants will gather for this im
portant meeting from every state,
and even from foreign countries.
G VERNOR Woodbridge N. Fer
O
ris, of Michigan, in a letter re
cently received, makes a characteris
tic statement on the subject of judg
ing human abilities.
He states:
“Many men and women are like bil
liard balls; they never move without
a cue and then they are unlike bil
liard balls,—they don’t always go in
the direction you want them to go.”

T. D. BOYCE, Los Angeles Insti
tute of Accountancy, 1916, formerly
Cost Accountant for the California
Petroleum Company, has recently
been made President and General
Manager of the Central Refineries
Company, Los Angeles, Cal.

WALTER C. SCHULTZ, New York
Institute of Accountancy, formerly
Cost Accountant for the Kelly,
Springfield Tire Company, has ac
cepted a position on the staff of
Townsend & Dix, Public Account
ants.

HAYNES SUSPENDED INKWELL
The most efficient inkwell in use—occupies air
space only—always at hand and never in the way
—cannot be upset or spill ink on desk or papers—
provides for red and black ink—pen cup—pen rack.
SAFETY AND SERVICE
Instantly attached with two small clips

Polished Nickel or Brass
Oxidized Silver or
“
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$2.00
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The “Scientific American,” the highest authority on values of inven
tions, pronounces The Haynes Suspended Inkwell an article of excep
tional merit and usefulness. Without a doubt it is the best inkwell
ever made for use on Roll Top Desks.

Edward Kimpton Company
60 John Street, New York
Manufacturers of
Loose Leaf Record Books
Loose Leaf Ledgers and Binders
Stock and Special Form Sheets
Corporation Minute Books and Outfits
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Tom
Loans
Money

AY, old man, let those two
plunks I borrowed Monday
go over till next Friday, will
you?”
It was Friday morning
—pay day, and Tom was speak
ing. “I’ve got a lot of things to meet
this week, and I’m going to be bust
ed flatter’n a pancake, even without
forking over to you.”
“I suppose I’ll have to wait if you
can’t square up,” replied Walter. “I
counted on your paying it back to
day, though, as you said you would.
I’m a little short myself, as it hap
pens.”
“You short!
That’s a joke,” ex
claimed Tom, his mind easy, now
that he had put off payment of the
loan. “I didn’t know you ever spent
a cent outside your living expenses.
Been buying war brides?”
“Not exactly,” answered Walter.
“It’s really an investment I’m mak
ing every week. I’ll tell you what it
is, if you’d like to know, but I don’t
want you to go blabbing it around
the office.”
“Glue is my middle name. Fire
away,” rejoined Tom, with an at
tempt at humor.
“Well, it’s this way,” resumed
Walter. “Up to a year ago I used to
spend everything I made, just as you
are doing now. I didn’t play pool
or flutter around the little wrens
very much—I was too bashful, I

S
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guess. But I went to a good many
shows, and bought more neckties and
socks than I needed, and did a lot of
other things that cost money. So I
was always broke on Monday. Final
ly, I took a tumble to myself and
woke up.”
“What d’you mean?” broke in
Tom, his tone frankly curious.
“Listen, and I’ll tell you,” con
tinued Walter. I went out to see a
friend of mine in the country one
night about a year ago. He had a
dandy little bungalow that he was
paying for by being a member of a
Building and Loan Association; and
his salary then wasn’t much more
than mine is now. I got interested
in the scheme, and it looked mighty
good to me. I thought it over some
more after I got home, and I de
cided to buy some stock and cut out
the foolish stuff. I’ve been putting
in two dollars a week for over a year,
and I’ve got $110 to my credit in it,
besides the interest Friday is the
day I have to pay; that’s why I said
I’d be short if you didn’t come
across.”
“I guess you’re the wise kid all
right,” commented Tom, ignoring
the reference to his delinquency in

settling up. “Just as soon as I get
more dough, I’ll salt some of it away
myself in a savings bank or in one
of your building companies. I ought
to do it, and I will.”
That’s just the trouble. Nearly
every young man vaguely realizes
the value of thrift and systematic
saving, but he always waits till he
“gets more dough.” That time never
comes, for with a bigger salary come
bigger desires and needs; and so with
the passing of years the habit of sav
ing—for it is a habit—remains un
formed and increasingly difficult to
form. Walter might properly have
said to Tom, “If you’re going to save,
begin now—to-day, then the future
will never be a bugbear because
you’ll have something to face it
with.”
HE trend of modern education
is expressed in the following
postal card recently received by
Pace & Pace:
“Father was sick
and could not come to school; I hope
this Thursday he will be able to
come. Yours respectfully.”

HE Journal of Accountancy,
commenting editorially on the
scarcity of accountants, says: “The
simple truth of the matter is that
there are not enough good men to
do the work that must be done.”
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